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LASER ARTS
www.LaserArts.com

QF-2 DLG
50” Built-up Discus Launch Glider

Span: 50”, Wing Area: 1.88 sq ft, Weight: 6.5 to 7.5 oz, Wing Loading: 3.46 to 4.0 oz/sq ft
Designed by Paul Daniels
Kit by Laser Arts
Instructions Version 1.0, December 22, 2005
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Kit Contents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

CAD Plan Sheet
Instruction Manual
2 ea. Pushrod Housings with Wires
CF Boom
Laser Cut Balsa and Plywood Sheets (Bagged)
Stick Wood Set
•
4 ea. 3/32” x 3/8” x 24-3/4” Balsa
•
2 ea. 3/32” x 3/8” x 6” Balsa
•
2 ea. ¼” x ¼” x 24” Balsa
•
2 ea. ¼” Triangle x 18” Balsa
Small Hardware Bag
•
2 ea. 4-40 Nylon Bolts
•
2 ea. 4-40 Blind Nuts
•
1 ea. CF Tube x 2”
•
2 ea. Heat Shrink Tubing
•
4 ea. 1/32” Plywood Control Horns
Composites Bag
•
1 ea. 3/4oz Fiberglass Cloth
•
1 ea. 2 oz Fiberglass Cloth
•
2 ea. ¼” x 50” CF Uni-Web
•
1 ea. ¼” x 20” CF Uni-Web

Recommended Items for Finishing:
1.
2.

1 Roll Lightweight Covering (So-Lite or Similar)
Epoxy Finishing Resin or water based Minwax Polycrylic

Suggested Electronics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

2 Channel Transmitter Minimum
2 ea. Sub Micro Servos (HS-55, GWS Pico, or equivalent)
Micro Receiver, (2 channel minimum)
4 cell 300 mAh AAA NiMH battery pack

Other Items That You Should Have:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CA (Super Glue, thin and thick)
White-glue (PVA, Elmers, etc.)
15 or 30 Minute Epoxy
Epoxy finishing resin (or thinned out 30 minute epoxy), or Minwax, or CA for fiberglassing the tails.
Plastic Wrap or Wax Paper
X-Acto Knife and Blades
Razor Plane and Sandpaper
Clamps
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GENERAL INFORMATION:
Thank you for purchasing the Laser Arts QF2 DLG kit. The QF2 was designed by Paul Daniels. You can see the development of this glider
and find more information about Paul and his other designs on his web site at www.pldaniels.com/flying/
The QFII was designed out of the need for a built-up discus launch capable glider in the 50” wingspan class that wouldn’t cost much and
could be built by most people within a week using rudimentary tools and materials. The current QFII is the result of no less than five separate
iterations of design, progressively improving both the launch performance and glide duration while also keeping the build process within the
capabilities of most hobbyist workshops.
The QF2 is capable of 120’ launches, putting it in a nice class of performance for an inexpensive built-up glider. If you’re new to DLG, be
patient, it takes a while to learn how to launch properly to reach these launch heights.
We’d like to thank Paul for letting us kit his fine design. You can read the threads on RC Groups (www.rcgroups.com) and see just how
much work Paul has put into the design. You’ll also find building tips and a place to ask questions if you get stuck anywhere or want to chat
with him or myself.
Please let us know about your experiences building and flying this model. We look forward to customer feedback and want to know how
you’re doing with it!
Thank you,
Brian Eberwein
brian@LaserArts.com
Laser Arts
PO Box 6815
Colorado Springs, CO 80934

ASSEMBLY ADVICE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS all the way through and study the plans BEFORE starting any work on this model!
Make sure you completed the above. Yes, this is important enough to state twice.
Tape the plans to your nice clean work surface and cover it with plastic wrap or wax paper. You do want to keep your work surface
clean and not glue your parts to the plans, right?
DO NOT REMOVE ANY PART FROM THE SHEETS UNTIL YOU NEED THEM. You do NOT want them laying around
getting damaged before you need them.
DO NOT FORCE the fit of any part. If the fight seems too tight, stop, make sure you have the right part and it’s going in the right
way. If it’s still too tight, lightly sand the part so it fits.
Make solid glue joints.
If something is not clear to you, ask us through email or on RC Groups. It’s better to ask than make a mistake.

CONTROL THROWS:
1.
2.

RUDDER: 1.0” to 1.25” Left and Right.
ELEVATOR: 0.5” to 0.75” Up and Down.
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FUSELAGE ASSEMBLY:
1.
2.

Remove the 3/32” fuselage sides, 1/16” front fuse doublers, and 1/8” F2 from the parts sheets.
Glue the 1/16” fuselage doublers into place as shown in the image below, making sure they are lined up with the fuselage sides and
MAKE SURE you make a RIGHT and LEFT side. DOUBLE CHECK THIS before you glue the parts.

3.

Glue the 1/8” balsa formers F2, F3, F4 and F5 onto one fuselage side, making sure they are 90 degrees to the fuselage side. Make
sure that the notch in F2 is facing UP, the slots in F3 are towards the TOP, and that the boom holes in F4 and F5 are facing DOWN.

4.

Glue the other side to the assembly from the previous step. Make sure that the formers are sitting flat on the table and that the sides
are vertical.
Remove the 1/8” balsa F1 from the parts sheet. Glue F1 into place, making sure that the fuselage assembly remains straight while
you glue it in place.

5.
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6.

Glue in the 2 F6 1/8” balsa doublers between F3 and F4 as shown below. Make sure that the engraved text is to the inside of the
fuselage and to the front of the fuselage and that the bottom is flush with the bottom of the fuselage sides. Make sure you clean up
any excess glue that seeped out.

7.

Glue the 1/8” balsa bottom to the fuselage assembly as shown below. If there is a little extra material, it should extend in front of
F1.

8.

Glue the ¼” boom reinforcement blocks into the fuselage as shown in the image below. PLEASE NOTE that the boom is shown as
reference only, do NOT glue the boom in yet.
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9.

Glue the 1/8” F7 doublers into place like you did with the F6 doublers from step 6. (Boom shown for reference ONLY)

10. Now, glue into place the ¼” triangle stock VERTICAL reinforcements as shown on the plan as the images below.

11. Glue into place the ¼” triangle stock HORIZONTAL reinforcements as shown in the images below and on the plan.

12. Glue 2 of the 1/8” balsa FRONT wing mount parts with holes in them together (engraved with “WM”). Glue the other 2 1/8” balsa
REAR wing mount parts (without holes) together. Make sure you get them glued together with the outside edges flush.
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13. Set the wing mounts in the fuselage wing mount areas, but do NOT glue them in yet, and sand them flush with the fuselage sides.
14. Press one of the blind nuts into the wing mount with the hole in it. Secure it to the wing mount by using thin CA on the outside
edges of it, making sure NOT to get any CA in the inside threaded section.
15. Glue the wing mount with the blind nut from the previous step into the FRONT wing mount area in the fuselage with the flange
section of the blind nut facing the bottom of the fuselage. Make sure you have a very good glue joint and reinforce it with fillets of
glue. You do NOT want this joint failing when launching your plane … trust me on that one! Do NOT glue the rear mount in yet.
16. Set the fuselage assembly aside for now and proceed to the next section.

TAIL ASSEMBLY:
1.
2.

Take the tail parts out of the 1/16” balsa sheet. Sand them very lightly with 400 grit sandpaper. (Make sure you do not completely
remove the engraved alignment lines) Round the outside edges of the parts.
Cut a 4” piece of CF strip from the 24” long piece. Glue the CF strip to one side of the elevator as shown below.

3.

Skew the ¾ oz fiberglass to a bias as shown in the image below (About 30 to 40 degrees from vertical). This makes the finished
parts stronger than applying it as it is naturally (90 degrees). Lay out the parts over the fiberglass to make sure you have them lined
up and don’t waste any
fiberglass.

4.

Cut the fiberglass to have about 3/4” around the outside of the parts. The fibers will run as shown in the image below. Cut 2 pieces
of fiberglass for each piece, one for each side.

5.

There are a few different ways of applying the glass cloth to the balsa tail parts. You can use epoxy finishing resin, CA, or Minwax
water based Polycrylic. Use whatever method you are comfortable with.
CA METHOD:
•
If you use thin CA, make sure you wear goggles or something else to protect your eyes as it gives off a lot of fumes.
•
Make sure you keep the glass cloth tight against the balsa and apply thin CA to it, pressing with your fingers (covered
with plastic wrap (to keep your fingers from getting stuck and ruining your parts)
•
After the tail parts are covered with the fiberglass, sand the tail parts smooth. (wear a mask to prevent breathing
fiberglass dust) Don’t sand the fiberglass off, but make sure you get rid of the bumps and extra weight.
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6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

FINISHING RESIN METHOD:
•
If you wish to add some color to your tails, there are a few ways of doing it. The most consistent is to lightly spray the
mylars with a spray paint of whatever color you want. You can also use food coloring in your epoxy resin when mixing it
up.
•
For this method, you should use mylar, but saran wrap can work if you are VERY careful with it. WE RECOMMEND
that you use mylar as the results are MUCH better.
•
Work with one part at a time unless you have experience with it and can get them all laid up before the resin begins to
set.
•
Lightly rub some finishing resin into the balsa. Lay the fiberglass on the part and slightly wet out the glass with more
finishing resin. Use paper towels to soak up the excess epoxy from the glass/balsa. Set the part on mylar (shiny side), lay
another piece of mylar on top of it, and place weight on top of it to dry. Let it dry over night. The resin takes longer to dry
when sandwiched like this than it would if left out exposed to the air. When dry, trim the fiberglass and lightly sand the
outside edges parts if needed, though you should have a nice smooth finish when the parts finish drying.
•
The finished tail parts should be between 9 and 12 grams or so. If you end up a little higher than this, you’ll be okay and
won’t have any problem balancing the model, as there is room for error.
Sand a 45 degree bevel on leading edge of the elevator.
Sand a 45 degree bevel on the leading edge of the rudder. It DOES matter which side you sand. The tape hinge will be on the right
side if you are right handed and on the left side if you are left handed.
Use a thin strong packing tape for hinging the vertical fin and rudder as shown below.

Glue one of the control horns into the rudder. It goes on the RIGHT side if you are RIGHT handed or on the LEFT side if you are
LEFT handed.
Glue one of the control horns into the elevator.
If you wish, you can add a “fillet” of fiberglass to the corner of the control horn and the rudder/elevator. This will strengthen the
joint it a little bit. You should have some scraps of fiberglass left over after glassing the tails.
Tape hinge the elevator like you did the fin/rudder.
Remove the 2 cross grain ¼” balsa parts from the sheet. (They are the longer ones about 2-3/4” long.
Wrap sandpaper around the small end of the CF boom. Lay it on the table and rub one of the ¼” balsa pieces against it to sand a
groove into the balsa part as shown below. Repeat this for the other ¼” balsa piece that is the same length. Be careful and make
sure you do not sand an angle into these parts. Round one end of the wider of these parts. After you have sanded the groove into the
part, glue it to the stabilizer using thick CA, using the engraved lines as a guide to make sure you glue it on straight, with the
rounded end to the front. Use thin CA on the corners to make sure you have a good glue joint here. Be careful not to wick the thin
CA too close to the bevel as that may reduce the bonding of this part to the boom later on.
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15. Cut 2 pieces of triangle stock about 2” long. Glue them to the stab as shown in the image below.

16. With wet sandpaper, lightly sand a section of the CF boom, starting about 5-5/16” forward of the small end going back. This is to
make the bond between the stab and the boom stronger. Make sure the boom is dried before continuing.
17. Glue the stab to the boom, with the leading edge of the stab 5-5/16” forward of the boom end. (the smaller end of the boom) We
recommend using epoxy for this joint to make sure it is good and strong. Make sure it stays on straight while drying.

18. Glue the other grooved ¼” balsa pieces from step 13 to the vertical fin as shown in the image below. It goes on the LEFT side if
you are RIGHT handed or on the RIGHT side if you are LEFT handed.
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19. When gluing the vertical stab to the boom, it is very important to set it up at 90 degrees to the existing horizontal stabilizer. There
are many ways of doing this. We have used some right angle aluminum channeling to which we clamped the parts to as shown in
the image below. If you do not have this, use a 90 degree angle and make sure you get it as close as you possibly can to 90 degrees.

JOINING THE BOOM TO FUSELAGE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

This is a VERY IMPORTANT step which must be done accurately to ensure that the alignment between all the parts is correct.
Take a small piece of scrap 3/16” balsa from the part sheet with the fuselage hatch on it as we will need it for alignment in this step.
Lightly sand the front section of the boom with WET sandpaper so the glue bond will be stronger. After it has dried completely,
continue.
Insert the boom assembly into the fuselage, but do NOT glue it yet. The boom should be flush with the front of F4. Set the
assembly on your workbench so that the fuselage is FLAT on the work surface and the vertical fin is sitting just off the bench with
the scrap 3/16” under the rear end of the boom. Weight the pod down so it is sitting flat and measure the ends of the stab. Twist the
boom so the stab is sitting at the same height on each side. Make note of this measurement.

Use 10 to 20 minute epoxy for this step so you have time to make sure everything is lined up by the time it sets. Remove the boom
from the fuselage and apply glue on all surfaces the boom will contact. Re-insert the boom and make sure everything is lined up as
before. Allow the glue to set, making sure that everything stays aligned while it sets.
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MORE FUSELAGE WORK:
1.
2.
3.

Lightly sand the front of the fuselage to make the fuselage bottom and sides nice and flush in the front.
Glue the 5 ¼” balsa nose block parts together, making sure the rear surfaces are aligned. Lightly sand the back end to make sure it
is flat and glue the completed nose block to F1.
Lightly and sparingly tack glue the 3/16” balsa canopy to the top of the fuselage front.

4.

Use a razor plane and/or sandpaper to shape the fuselage and round off all the corners. If you are NOT using the 2 oz fiberglass
cloth on the fuselage, then only lightly round the corners. If you ARE using the glass cloth on the fuselage, then you can round the
fuselage quite a bit more. Be careful not to remove too much material though, especially around the servo compartment, where
there is no tri-stock in the corners. You can also use scrap balsa to make a fairing on the rear of the fuselage if you want to, but this
is not necessary.

5.

Cut the canopy block at a 45 degree angle (from back to front) about ¾” from the front of the canopy block as shown on the plans.
The 45 degree cut will keep front of the canopy locked down. Remove the canopy (since you did only lightly tack glue it on), and
re-glue the front section back on the fuselage.
We will now apply the 2 oz fiberglass cloth to the fuselage and canopy if you decided to use it.
Cut a small section of the 2 oz cloth and set it aside for the canopy hatch. Mix up a batch of finishing resin if you are using an
epoxy. (You can also use the water base Minwax) Lightly rub some epoxy onto the fuselage and then lay the cloth over it. Use
more resin and rub it into the cloth and fuselage. Make sure you apply enough to wet it out. If you get too much on there, you can
remove some of it using paper towels and blotting it off. You may need to cut small slits in the fiberglass to let it conform to the
nose block.

6.
7.
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8.

Apply the small section of cloth you saved from step 7 and apply it to the outside of the canopy hatch.

9.

After the resin has dried, cut off the excess cloth using a sharp Exacto blade.

BUILDING THE WING:
1.

Remove the 3/32” and 1/8” wing braces from their sheets.

2.
3.

Cut the remaining CF strip from the 24” piece into 4 separate 5” pieces.
Mix up some 15 or 30 minute epoxy and spread it on one side the 1/8” balsa wing brace parts. Lay the CF strips on the wing brace
parts as shown below.
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4.

Spread some more epoxy on the CF strips and place the 3/32” wing braces over the 1/8” pieces with the CF in between. MAKE
SURE you glue the same shape parts together because they ARE different.

5.

Clamp the parts together and allow them to dry thoroughly, making sure they are aligned. If some CF is protruding, that’s okay,
you can trim it off after everything has cured.

6.

Glue the 3 1/8” rectangular pieces with holes in them together (Shown in the image of step 7), making sure they are flush with each
other. Glue the 2 larger 1/8” balsa rectangle pieces together (Shown in the image below), making sure they are flush.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Lay out the plans on the workbench over a surface that you can press pins into and cover them with plastic wrap or wax paper.
We will be building both wings at the same time. This will make sure that we build a LEFT and a RIGHT wing.
Pin the bottom 1/16” wing sheeting over the plan. The sheeting is marked “BOT R” for bottom right and “BOT L” for bottom left.
Glue the lower wing spars to the sheeting as shown, making sure that everything is FLAT and that the spar is flush with the rear of
the wing sheeting, and flush with the inside of the wing sheeting, with the excess out towards the tip.
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11. Press ribs 1 through 7 into place as shown. Lightly glue the ribs to the spars, making sure they are flat behind the spar, the ribs are
vertical, and pressed all the way onto the spar.

12. Press the trailing edge into place, starting with the outside trailing edge piece, then the inside as shown in the image below. Make
sure everything is flat against the building table and use thin CA to secure the ribs to the trailing edge.
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13. Set the top spar into place and secure with a drop of thin CA at the front and rear of the spar where it meets the rib, making sure the
spar is pressed all the way down into the rib.

14. Raise the front of the lower sheeting and glue it to the ribs with thin CA, making sure it is fully against the ribs. You can do this as
shown in the image below, by using two finger to raise the sheeting on either side of the rib and your thumb to make sure the spar
is flat, or by using some spare 1/16” scrap as spacers to hold the sheeting up between the ribs.

15. Glue in place the front part of rib 1A as shown in the image below, making sure it is vertical to the wing sheeting.
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16. Use pins every other bay, through the rear of the bottom spar to make sure the bottom spar is flat against the building board.
17. Glue 4 of the triangle gussets (2 on each wing) to the trailing edge and ribs where shown on the plans.
18. Glue in the all of the front shear webs and rear shear webs (where there are no pins) into place as shown in the image below. The
thinner webs go in the front and the wider webs go in the rear. The engraved numbers on the webs will always be facing towards
you. Shear webs labeled “1” go between ribs marked “1”, shear web “2” goes between the last rib “1” and rib 2, shear web “3”
goes between ribs 2 and 3, shear web “4” goes between ribs 3 and 4, etc.

19. Remove the pins holding the spar down and glue in the remaining shear webs.
20. Sand or trim the front shear webs to make sure they are flush with the top spar. This makes sure that the top wing sheeting will lie
down properly on top of the spar. Remove the wings from the building board.
21. We will shape the trailing edge now because it will be harder to do if they are already joined. Use a razor plane and/or sandpaper,
being VERY careful not to damage the ribs. Do not go under about 1/32” thickness on the trailing edge. If you get too thin, you can
use a little bit of thin CA to harden the edge and sand it smooth afterwards.
22. Glue together the 2 3/16” joiners with the bottom and outer surfaces flush. LIGHTLY sand the bottom of the brace to make sure it
flat and smooth. Lightly sand the top to an angle, not going further than the top edges in the front and back. Test fit this part
between the spars in the wing as shown below. Lightly sand it if you need to for it to fit properly. Also sand the front surface so it
fits flush between the front and back of the spars as it will be slightly too thick without sanding.
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23. Sand the top spar, bottom sheeting, and trailing edge on each wing as shown so they meet flush when the wing is joined. Lay the
wing flat and use the angle guide on the 3/32” balsa sheet to get this angle correct.

24. Spread thin some 15 to 30 minute epoxy onto the top and bottom of ONE side of the laminated joiner from step 23 where it meets
the spars and insert it back between the spars in the right wing. Clamp it together and allow it to dry.

25. THIS STEP IS VITAL. MAKE SURE YOU GET EVERYTHING LINED UP PROPERLY. Dry test fit everything before gluing
anything. Mix up some 30 minute epoxy. Add some epoxy to the top and bottom of the laminated center balsa joiner and slide the
left wing onto it. Spread epoxy onto the rear wing joiner (the thicker of the 2) and press into place behind the spar, making sure the
bottom of the brace is flush with the bottom of the spar. Spread epoxy onto the front wing brace (and on the bottom of it) and place
into position. Make sure everything is pressed together, flush with the spars, and that the front joiner is pressed against the wing
bottom sheeting, and use clamps to hold everything in place while the epoxy dries. Also make sure that the trailing edges and
leading edge sheeting come together.
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26. Glue the short 1/8” brace to the back of the main brace as shown.

27. Glue the rear wing brace to the trailing edge, making sure it is flush to the bottom of the trailing edges.

28. Glue the larger of the laminated rectangles into place as shown in the image below making sure it is flush with the front and rear
wing braces. Make sure the center section is flat while gluing these into place! Glue the smaller laminated rectangles into place as
shown in the image below; making sure it is flush with the front wing brace.

29. Glue the front and rear 1A ribs into place against the center blocks.
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30. Spread a thin layer of slower setting glue to the top of the top spar on one wing half. Place the 1/16” top sheeting onto the wing,
pressed up against the rear webbing and using the tabs on the ribs to make sure it is aligned. You can use light clamps to make sure
it does not shift at all while the glue is drying. If you want to use this same glue to secure the sheeting to the ribs, then go ahead.
Make sure you weight the sheeting down while the glue dries so the sheeting fully contacts the ribs.
31. If you did not glue the top sheeting to the ribs in step 31, then do so now. Secure the sheeting to the ribs by pressing the sheeting
down and dripping thin CA down from the front. MAKE sure you don’t glue your fingers to the wing as some thin CA may come
through the slots in the sheeting. Using some plastic wrap around your fingers works well for this.
32. Glue the top sheeting to the other half of the wing as you just did to the first half.
33. Glue the rear of ribs 1A as shown in the image below, against the rear mounting block.

34. Glue the 1/16” rear top sheeting into place as shown below. Make sure it is pressed down fully on the ribs and front joiner pieces.
Also make sure it is flush with the rear joiner piece.

35. Bevel the inside front of the leading edge top and bottom sheeting to match the V-cut in the ribs. You can do this with sandpaper or
VERY carefully shave it with a sharp razor blade.
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36. Glue the ¼” sq. leading edge into place on each wing half, beveling the center parts to be flush to each other.
37. Insert the main 1/16” wing tips into place as shown. You may need to lightly sand in between the spars for it to fit. Make sure the
trailing edge of the wing tip lines up with the wing trailing edge.
38. Use the extra 3/32” x 3/8” pieces included and glue them to the top and bottom of the wing tip in front of and behind the spars as
shown below.

39. Glue the 1/16” Tip doublers in place on top of the wing tip as shown in the image below.

40. Sand the leading edge to shape. Sand the wing tips smooth and rounded on the outside.
41. Lightly sand the leading edge sheeting to make sure it’s nice and smooth.
42. Take one of the 50” pieces of CF. Start at one wingtip and glue it down over the spar on the top of the wing, using thin CA, starting
at one wing tip and working your way to the other wing tip. Use some plastic wrap around your fingers to make sure it stays up
against the sheeting and stays smooth.
43. Apply the other 50” length of CF to the bottom of the wing the same way as you did the top, one continuous piece from wingtip to
wingtip.
44. Use a 0.100” drill bit (or slightly smaller if you do not have that size) and drill through the bottom of the front wing mount holes
through the sheeting on the top of the wing.
45. Make sure the wing bolts fit smoothly through the bolt hole. After you are sure they are smooth, reinforce the holes with this CA
(obviously without the bolts in there!)
46. Cover the wing with whatever covering material you have chosen. We recommend So-Lite, 1.5 mil Mylar, or something similar.
Do not use a heavier covering material because you want to keep the plane as light as possible for the best flying performance.
47. Drill a hole in the wingtip as shown on the plans for the CF tube. Use a center punch to mark the center point so the drill bit does
not slip. Rough up the Carbon Fiber throwing peg in the center with sandpaper and round off the ends. (DO NOT BREATHE THE
CF DUST!!!!) Insert the CF peg through the hole and glue with epoxy. If you’re right handed, the peg goes in the left wing.
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MOUNTING THE WING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Place the rear wing mount block into the fuselage, but do NOT glue it into place yet. Mark the top front of the wing mount block
with a pen so you can later glue it into place at the proper orientation.
Place a bolt through the front bolt hole in the wing. Secure the bolt to the front fuselage mount. Do not over tighten the bolt.
Roughly center the wing to the fuselage and secure into place with a light clamp on the trailing edge holding it to the fuselage.
Measure the distance from the rear of the wing sheeting at the left wing tip to the rear of the CF fuselage boom. Repeat this for the
right wing. This distance should be the SAME. If it is not, then loosen the clamp holding the rear of the wing to the fuselage and
adjust it as necessary.
Repeat step 4 until the distances are the SAME. Make sure the wing does not slip and use a 0.100” drill through the rear wing bolt
hole in the wing and drill into the rear fuselage wing mount. MAKE SURE you do NOT drill into the CF tail boom.
Remove the wing from the fuselage. Remove the wing mount block from the fuselage.
Using the hole you just drilled as a guide, drill a 0.125” hole through the block.
Press the remaining blind nut into place from the bottom side and secure with thin CA, making sure not to get any glue on the
inside threads.
Glue the wing mount into the fuselage, making sure your pen mark of the top front is on top in the front. Make sure you glue it in
VERY well as you did for the front wing mount block.

CONTROL WIRE INSTALLATION:
1.

2.

3.

There are a couple different things you can do for the pushrod housing. You can use a continuous piece going from the servo mount
area all the way to the tail, or you can use shorter lengths spaced apart with bare pushrod wire in between them. Using shorter
pieces will be lighter, but you need to be more careful, making sure you do not get any binding or glue the pushrod wires into the
housings.
For a continuous length of tubing, insert the pushrod housing into the fuselage from the rear, through the holes in the formers up to
about the mid point of the servo section. You can trim this later. Use thin CA to secure the pushrod housings to the formers, but not
to F3. You will glue them to F3 after the servos are installed. Trim the pushrod housings at the rear so they end about 3/4” in front
of the control horns on the elevator and rudder. Use tape to hold the pushrod housings in place on the boom and you will trim and
secure them while installing the servos later on.
For using shorter lengths of pushrod housing (lighter), cut 2 pieces of pushrod housing about 7-1/2” and 8 pieces about 2-1/4” long.
Insert the 2 longer pieces into the holes in the fuselage formers, leaving about 1” sticking out the rear of the fuselage. Use CA to
secure the housings to the formers, but do not glue them to F3.

SERVO INSTALLATION:
1.

Make sure the servo plate fits in the servo area of the fuselage. Trim/sand it if needed to fit properly against the fuselage floor.
(You can also install the servos without the plate by using a strong thin double sided tape or similar.
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2.

Make sure your servos fit on the servo plate, them wrap your servos in masking tape to make it easier to remove or replace them if
you need to. After this, secure them to the servo plate using hot glue or thick CA, making sure that everything fits over the plate.

3.

Add Z-Bends to one end of the pushrod wires. Make sure they are as tight as possible without binding. If they are loose, there will
be slop in your control linkages, which you do not want.
4. Plug in your servos and turn on your radio, making sure the trims are centered and adjust your control horns to make sure they are
vertical. Insert the Z-bends in the pushrods into the control horns.
5. Insert the other ends of the pushrod through the pushrod housings and out the back.
6. Glue down the servo plate into the fuselage using hot glue. You can also use some strong thin double sided tape to hold it down.
7. Pull the pushrod tight to the control horn and glue down the pushrod housing to the boom using this CA. MAKE SURE you do not
get any glue inside or on the pushrod wire. You can use thin CA to tack it down every few inches. If you are using shorter pieces of
pushrod housing, be VERY CAREFUL not to get glue into the housings or on the wire since there are more openings. Space the
pushrod housings evenly out to the back with the last one being about 1” in front of the control horns. Check that the wire moves
freely each time you tack glue the housing down.
8. Trim the wires about ¼” or so in front of the control horns.
9. Cut 2 lengths of wire, about 1-1/2” long. Make a Z-bend on the end of each of them. Make sure that the Z-bends are tight and
small. There should be plenty of wire left if you need to try it a few times to get them right.
10. Slide one length of shrink tube over the ends of the pushrod wire. Insert the short Z-bend wire into the control horn. Slide the
shrink tube over the wires to hold them together. Turn on your radio and make sure trims are still centered and control surface is
flat and shrink the tubing using a soldering iron. Add a drop of thin CA to each end of the tube. Repeat this for the other pushrod.

RADIO INSTALL:
1.
2.
3.

There is plenty of room in the fuselage to accommodate most mini/micro receivers. We suggest using a 4 cell AAA 300 MAh
NiMH battery for the receiver battery. To save weight, plug the battery directly into the receiver, making sure it is oriented
properly.
Install your battery and receiver so that the model balances where it is shown on the plans. A good place to start is on the rear of the
wing spar. Adjust it from there after flying, depending on your flying style.
Use tape to hold down the aft of the canopy hatch. The angled cut in the front should be enough to hold the front end down. If you
wish, you can use some scrap balsa to make a tongue to further hold it down.

FLYING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Double check the wing hold down mounts in the fuselage, the wing bolts, and tail surface every time you go out to fly. If there is
any damage or wear, repair it before flying.
Don’t forget to charge your receiver battery! It’s not fun showing up at the field with a dead battery …
Pick a day with little or no winds for your first flight.
Make sure the controls are working smoothly and in the right direction.
Give your QF2 a light toss into the wind (if any). Adjust the rudder and elevator trims to get a nice straight glide. From about 6’
high, you should get a glide of 60 to 80 feet (or more).
Gradually increase the strength of your throws to get the model properly trimmed and some longer glides/flights out of it. When
you’re ready, move onto discus launching with it.
For Discus launching, start out with gentle launches and gradually increase to stronger launches. There is a right way to grip the
launch peg when discus launching. Your index finger goes on top and the rest of your fingers go below the wing and use the first
joints in your fingers (or just in front of) to grip the peg. Do NOT use the second finger joints because it will mess up your
launches. Do NOT hold the plane level by the throwing peg; let it hang down a bit as you start to spin. As you spin, it will come up
quickly. When you release, do NOT try to give it extra force by bending your elbow forward. Instead of helping, it will hurt your
launch and possibly cause it to “hook” sideways … and it wasn’t designed to knife edge close to the ground!
After you release, the plane should climb quickly and straighten out almost immediately. If it “hooks” or tries to “knife edge”, then
you are releasing it too early, too late, or hooking your elbow.
When the plane begins slowing, push over to level out before it stalls. You want to have a little energy to move out, but not too
much that you waste your launch height.
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